FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

July 23, 2015

PATRICIA LASPINO ANNOUNCES GALLERY REPRESENTATION
WITH C. PARKER GALLERY OF GREENWICH, CT

Patricia Laspino, contemporary American painter and founder of the “Orchid Alliance ProjectBridging Art & Science”, is proud to announce the C. Parker Gallery of 17 East Putnam Avenue,
Greenwich, CT is representing her original oil paintings through gallery representation, exhibitions and
artist events.

Over the last decade, C. Parker Gallery has cultivated an impressive array of original works created by
highly collectible and distinguished artists. The gallery’s extensive collection ranges from 19th century
masters to rising stars who have exhibited in major salons, museums and galleries around the world.
Tiffany Benincasa, principal and director, possesses an intense passion for art, education and community
enrichment which makes this gallery association synergistic with Patricia Laspino’s art. The artist’s
mission creates awareness for the beauty and diversity of the natural world through art and education.

Laspino’s thirty-five year career has been inspired by nature and the orchid’s extraordinary influence on
art and culture. The artist uses orchids as metaphor, to explore cultural and biological evolution,
biodiversity and environmental stewardship. Her paintings uncover the fundamental attractive shapes
and designs of nature where symmetry, color, and pattern all play important roles on nature’s grand
stage of attraction. The artist’s signature style interweaves 60-80 layers of transparent oil color over a
textural groundwork of fossilized botanical impressions. Her painted surfaces capture light and are
animated from within to achieve vibrancy, luminosity and drama.

Patricia Laspino's paintings are exhibited in fine art galleries, retail establishments and private and
public collections across the United States. Her work hangs in the permanent collection of the
Smithsonian Institution's National Museum of Natural History, the US House of Representatives, the US
Botanic Garden, the American Orchid Society, Smilow Cancer Hospital at Yale among others.

For further information, please contact:
C. Parker Gallery; Tiffany Benincasa-Principal; 203-253-0934; info@cparkergallery.com
PLaspino; 203-584-6756; patricia@orchidallianceproject.com; www.orchidallianceproject.com

